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ABSTRACT

The wual assumption that a membrane gas separution prccess it isothemal may not be
valid in certoin iituation. This paper sho]y's that ternpetaturc chartges do6 occul in a
bio-sas separation. The tempemture dzcrease happened in highfeed pressure i.s severe
and'cannit be ignored in deiigning such aprocess. This analysis shows that the droP of
temperature increase with feed pressure.

INTRODUCTION

Over the bast decade, menrbraoes have ente(ed territories that were Previously
dominated by mo;e traditiooal separations such as cryogedc distillation, absorption and
adsomtioD. Even in manv cases where membraoes have trot obsoleted these
rechnoloeies. hvbrid svstema based on membranes combined with otre of these more
rraditioni rechniques are beirg accepted as atEactive options (Koros. 1993)

Membrani tecbnolog/has been applied succeisfully in various gas sepamlion
processes such as natural gas sweetening, recovery of CO2 in enhanced oil recovery'
iecovery {f H2 from purge gas in NH3 production , oxygeq enricbment and recovery of
methane from biosas.

Abart froir the membrane itself, process conditions such as stage cut, feed
pa""rur". i"aDatuLut and feed compositioo idluence the performance of membrane gas
ieparation. The process conditions are always assumed to be isotherrnal. However this
asiumption is not always valid- In this paper, an example is used lo demoosfate that

'arnp.iutur" 
change" in a membrane gas permeator can not be.oeglectedThe

rhermodynamic analysis and calculation method used are based on lhe Proposal by
Gorissen (1987) with some modifications.

In desiering a membrMe sepalation process it is very importaot to predict
possibLe tempelature effects, because both the pemeabilities and the seParation facto.
ire temoerature depeodent. The permeabilities te[d to incrcase with temperalwe,
whereas'in seoeral the separarion faitors tend to decrease.

THEORY

Figr-rre I shows a schematic representation of a m€mbrale gas permeator-
The press-ure of rhe retentate rs almoat equal to the feed pressure The permeate has a
muc6 lower pr.*sure and is relatively rich in the fastest permeaiing aomponents
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Figure 1- Schenatic diagram ol membrane gas sePa.ahon process

Membraae gas seliarations cas be assumed as atr isenthalpic processes.
The overall hear bala,rce can be wfltteo as

hf = (1- q)hr + qhp ----- (l)

In ideal conditiol where a.ll the steams contain perfect gases, the enthalpies of
these streams will oot alte! as a result of pressure changes or heat of mixing bdcause
the€ are no interactioN betweetr the gas particles-
In this case the enthalpies of the gases ale depesdent olr the temperature o y. The
temDeratwes will remain constant since the etrthalPies do not chatlge.

- However, it is trot always correct to assume that all gases are perfect, especially
ia the case of high feed pressure. For imperfect gases the enthalpies are dePendent on
pressure, composition and temperatule. Thus equatiol (l) can only remaio valid if the
tgmperatures of the streams change.

CALCULATION METIIOD
The temperilture prohle in a membmne pe.meator can be calculated by splitting

up the perrreatoi into dif ierential volume elements as shown in Frgure 2.

Schematic diagam of membrane gas separation process

Membrane permealor split into elemenlsFigure 2.
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The temperature for each elemeot calr be calculated froti the e halpy balance equation
oelow:

f h1= (f - Dq) h1r Dq hp ---- (2)

With the help of a computer, the temperature profile of the membrane gas sepamtlon carl
be calculated faidy easy. No detailed knowledge of the membftne transport mechanisms
is needed to calculate the temperature changes. The temperature changes arc determined
by the thermodynamic propenies of the involved gas streams only.

EXAMPLES

Recovery of methane from biogas

A gas stream consists of 40 mol7, carboo dioxide and 60 molTo methane. Tbree
differert feed pressure, i.e. 50, 40 ard 30 bar are used. Carboo dioxide is the fast gas.
The separatioo faitor is 30 atrd the permeate pressure is 2 bar. The stage cut used is
0.5.

Gas enthalpy values are calculated wrth the aid of Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of
state (Edmister, 1984). The permeate arld retentate composilions are calculated usiog a
computer pro.g:.am SHETAL (Sutrans[o. 1994J. The sepffrtion factor is assumed to be
indepetrdent'of the temperaturc. It is assumed that there is no pressure drop in the feed
side (PF =_P .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The temperature profiles for three differcnt feed pressure are shown in Fig. 3.
The tempelatures ofretentate are 9, 15, 2l oC respectively for feed pressures 50,40, 30
baj. Thus the separation involves a major temperaturc decrease. As can be seen in Fig.
3, the temperature ch.rnges is most severe when feed pressursls 50 bar. The higher the
feed pressure, the greater is the temperatuae changes.

The process may be stongly ilrfluerced as a rcsult ofthese changes, for example
a higher membra_ne surface area mighr be required because of decreasing pe.meabilities.
In a rrrore seriohs condilion, condensation may also occur. More examples will be
investigated to study the temperatures changes in membaane gas separation prccess in
the coming articles.

CONCLUSIO\

The assumption that the process condition is isothermal \rhen designing c
membrane gas separation process may not always be valid. The biogas example shows
that major lemperatLrre changes may occur. This is especially obvious in high pressurd
operation. ln designing such a process this temperature changes should be taken into
consloerallon.
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Nomenclature
h molar enthalpy
P prcssure
T temfErature
x feed side mole ftaction
y penneate side mole fractioo
q stage cut (perneatey'feed)
f feed side fracrion (reteorar€/feed)
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